ARC 14 - Blowing Kisses in the Wind - Mission 17 - 11401.21

Summary:  After departing from the Harmony and watching it warp away the Claymore's sensors began identifying more than usual vessel traffic in the Frontier Sector and a warp signature that matched the Jarrow’s.  However before the Claymore could react to these scans the computer was taken over by unknown forces.  Operations had determined that the port side auxiliary warp nacelle monitoring station was hacked.  Now with deck 4 without environmental controls explosions are detect near Sickbay.

****************************** Resume Mission *****************************

Lt. Roberts says:
::Continues entering data into the backpack near the center of Sickbay.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods without looking, acknowledging Atiran::  aTO2:  Checking the situation inside before we breach.  ::Starts a scan through the forcefield, seeing if he can get an idea of the situation in Engineering with it still up::
aTO2 LtJG Atiran says:
::Levels his rifle at the doors::  CTO:   Ready whenever you are, Sir.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Looks at the computer console spooling code past the screen:: *Zuzzax/Zuxxaz*: Prepare to shift primary computer control to secondary core.
Ensign Kale says:
::Begins to walk down the corridor inside sickbay firing at the morgue.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Lines up the moving target:: Self: I have you now.... ::Fires almost 10 phaser blasts at Ensign Kale's chest::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Rolls across the corridor through the doorway opposite the morgue, taking a shot as soon as she's crouched in position, providing a slight bit of cross-fire...then pauses to taps a few final commands into her tricorder::

ACTION:  Once again an almost Borg like shield protects Kale from Stevens phaser strikes.  The blasts slam against the corridor walls leaving large burn marks across the white walls.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Looks over the scans as Senn works at the shuttle's sensor console::  *CO*:  Captain, are you still receiving?   We're reading heavy fire on deck four, Sickbay.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Hits a final control, shoots at Kale with the phaser in her right hand, then throws the overloading tricorder along the floor of the corridor, hoping to skeet it past Kale and into the rest of sickbay before it blows::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Looks up and nods slightly to himself:: CO/*Engineering*: I am shutting down all network access from deck fourteen.
Ensign Kale says:
::Smiles and pulls two pins on his belt.::
SEC CPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  In position, Sir.  ::Tilts his head to Wallace, who has a flash bang already in his hand::
MO Ens Stevens says:
All: Grenades! Take cover!
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Pulls back around the corner into the supply room, covering her head with her hands::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Begins scanning through the terminals and checking off those from deck fourteen, and the warp nacelle pylons, removing all access privileges, and power supply.::

ACTION:  As Stevens yells out Ensign Kale explodes within the tight confines of the corridor.::

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge::  *XO*: I am still reading you Commander.  Aye, we have a security team heading there as well as Engineering.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Noted Mr. Fong
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Ducks back from the doorway as the man advancing on them explodes..::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Looks down as the computer beeps with some urgency::  *CO*:  Just read an explosion within sickbay.
MA SCPO Golarex says:
*SEC*:  Bravo!  ::Tenses and nods to the man at the controls to have their lift move to the door after Roberge's finishes::

ACTION:  A 20 meter hole burns through decks 4 - 10 and 4 to the outter hull.  A brief vacuum pulls everyone out of sickbay instantly before the hull forcefield power up to cover the hole.  Those in sickbay and within the outer corridor of sickbay find themselves within lite debris on deck 2.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge:: *XO*: Explosion...  ::Looks to Hawk::  Contacting Kytides now to get a status.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Pauses momentarily at the word of an explosion...  by force of will continues at his job::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her badge::  *CTO*: Lieutenant Damrok just picked up an explosion in Sickbay.  Can you get a status report from your team.
SEC CPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  Bravo, go.  ::Lifts his finger off the door controls and heads out in a dense haze of smoke::  *MA*:  Situation has...what the--  ::Looks to his team::  On the ground!  ::Drops to his hands and knees::
OPS Lt Fong says:
*TC Butler*: Bridge to transporter room, I've got forcefields indicating potential hull breach, scan for life forms outside the ship and beam them aboard. ASAP.  Weapons safeties on.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Shakes himself, debris falling off him as he tries to push himself up from the floor, trying to figure out what had just happened, feeling bruised and beaten.::
LT. Roberts says:
::Stands after the explosion and takes the bag locked onto the deck of sickbay.  Using his mag boots he moves to the open hole.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Pushes off the ground franticly looking for a phaser, a knife or any kind of a weapon::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Feels the vacuum of space pull at her, and fights the impulse to hold back, instead opening her mouth and exhaling, while her hands strike out for anything...anything for purchase...when gravity suddenly kicks back in and the vacuum ceases, leaving her to drop sore on the deck of 2::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CMO*: Doctor are you ok?
TC CPO Butler says:
*OPS*: Aye. Begins using the transporter's targeting scanners looking for life forms outside the ship.
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Blinks and holds up hand to the control man::  *SEC*:  What's the situation?  Do you need backup, or should we stay out?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks at the results and fully turns to Atiran::  aTO2:  Everyone inside's on the ground.  Best to do a running headcount when we're in just in case.  ::Taps his commbadge at the Captain's message::  *MA*:  Kytides to Golarex.  What's your status?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*XO*: Commander can you detect how many intruders we have onboard?
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Wipes dust and what must be blood from his face looking around for the others, still trying to figure out where they were.::
Lt. Roberts says:
::Looks down the hole and drops the bag.::
SEC CPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  Don't know...there was an explosion...too much smoke to get a visual.  ::Tilts his head to Wallace for him to take point with the tricorder::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Grabbing a phaser out of the debris looks around at the surroundings:: CMO/CNS: Doctor? Lieutenant? Is anyone hurt?
OPS Lt Fong says:
CO: Forcefields are in place indicating a hull breach, but without internal sensors I can't tell where.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CO*:  Impossible to say, Captain.  They have combadges, and are blending into our personnel scans....   I was informed that they were wearing some sort of personal shielding, however...we might be able to detect them by scanning for their technology.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Gasps for breath as she grabs for something to steady herself...then hits her combadge:: *CO*: Raeyld...here.  ::Looks around, firmly blinking, clearing her vision, getting a picture:: ..Looks like we're on Deck 2...massive explosive in sickbay corridor...having finished a headcount yet...someone might've been pulled into space, I can't tell from here. Last I knew, there was still an intruder in sickbay...hanging back. The second is...neutralized.

ACTION:  A bag falls down to deck 10.  A crewmen looks over while trying to pull others out of the debris.

TC CPO Butler says:
::Locks onto two life forms, and skillfully energizes the transporter.:: *Sickbay* Medical team to transporter room one.
MA SCPO Golarex says:
*SEC*:  Bringing the lift down to open if you can get visuals.  Relay your situation as soon as you can see what it is.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Moves through the dust toward the sound of Stevens voice.::  MO:  I'm good I think, at least nothing feels broken just cuts and bruises.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Shakes his head::  *CO*:  The explosion ranged from deck ten all the way to the dorsal saucer.  Forcefields seem to be holding, but we have serious damage control problems and likely casualties.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Still somewhat in shock, but also increasingly infuriated:: MO: ...they're in my sickbay!  ::Looks over the edge of the breach beneath her, trying to see down into Deck 4 in any way::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO: Commander... shall I beam them out?
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Frowns in thought for a swift moment, nodding to the officer to move their lift into position::  *CTO*:  Half the team is in Sickbay, but can't get a visual.  Not sure the situation of the people in Sickbay.
SEC SCPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  Aye.  ::Coughs::  I don't know if we can continue if the ventilation system doesn't catch up.  ::Looks at Wallace's scans and pales further::  Sir...this is really bad.  The explosion had to have been a shaped charge of some kind...took out ten decks' worth.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Looks at Foster for a minute and nods and then starts checking for a pulse on the bodies around her:: Patient: I'm Ensign Stevens. You're going to be alright. Just relax.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  I'll check with the main transporter room, first.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TC*:  Damrok to Butler.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Gives Stevens a quick nod and moves to help with the injured.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::With something approximating a cross between a scowl and a growl, she pulls herself to her feet:: All: Medteams, report in order.    MO1: Jennings, find out if Cargo Bay 1 is secure for secondary medical operations.

ACTION:  The bag explodes instantly killing three crewmen.  The turbo lift tube directly under the explosion captures the blast vaporizing two turbo lifts in transit.  The blast continues out through the lower docking port as it fires several more turbo lift cars out into space.   On the bridge the turbo lift doors explode out missing those on the bridge, but knocking out the starboard auxiliary controls.

TC CPO Butler says:
::Moving to the transporter pad with a medical tricorder from the emergency medkit.:: *CTO* Go ahead sir.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Simply nods as she tries to tie in sensors with the ships.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TC*:  Two questions.  Do you have any situations on deck, and are transporters operational?  We have a lot of possible casualties that we need to beam to a safe triage location, but if your location isn't secure, we can pick them up with shuttlecraft transporters.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Quickly ducking as she hears the explosion from behind her.::  All: Everyone ok?  OPS: Status report
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::It was worth a try, but she does not spend too much time trying.  Puts current scans on the main screen for easy visibility::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Face sets even more grimly::  *SEC*:  So, not a trap, a demolition or an opening to somewhere else.  ::Grits his teeth::  *CTO*:  They can't get much further without ventilation, but the charge was shaped to blow through decks, sir.
MO1 Jennings says:
::Nods gruffly and hits his combadge:: *OPS*: We need to setup medical care. What've you got available?
TC CPO Butler says:
*CTO*: I've already got injured here, but so far as I know the deck is secure.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CO:  Captain...  pretty sure I don't have to point out that the turbo doors just blew out....  force fields are in place, but if they fail for any reason, the bridge is open to space.  ::Glances over at the door impales in a console::  And I would assume Starboard Aux Control is out.
Lt Roberts says:
::Pulls his phaser and begins to walk to what was sickbays main doors.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*XO*: Commander the turbolift doors on the bridge just exploded.  We have hull breaches here as well.  Forcefield holding for now.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Braces as another explosion rocks the ship:: CMO: Ma'am, we have wounded. ::Reaches for her bag but finding it missing, starts by tearing apart off her uniform legging and uses it as a bandage::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
MO: We need to get them transferred to somewhere secure. Power could go off at any minute, and spit us back into space.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Shrugs slightly, ignoring the exploding turbolift doors:: CO: Internal sensors still offline. forcefields in place on multiple decks. Likely hull breach in turbolift shafts somewhere.
MO Ens Stevens says:
CMO: Roger that. Patient: We're going to try and move. Can you walk? CMO: Where are we headed exactly, Ma'am?
OPS Lt Fong says:
*Jennings*: Cargo bay three should be available.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS/CAG: It is logical to say that hull breaches all over due to the turbolifts.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Closes his eyes...the situation is deteriorating quickly, and there doesn't seem to be anything they can do other than react...they need a way to get ahead of the attackers::  *CO*:  Acknowledged, Captain.  ::Pauses a moment::  We have to prepare for the possibility that our situation....may become untenable if we can't stop the intruders.
Lt. Roberts says:
::Taps his arm console an vanishes.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged Doctor.  We are trying to get you help.  But, we have multiple security teams down and in other areas.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  Butler says her location is secure.  We'll leave the transporter duties to them unless there's someone she can't get.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Grimaces more than slightly and steps back from the forcefield, nodding to Atiran to get into position to go in if the order's still given after all this::  *CO*:  The Sickbay teams seem alright, but intruders set off a shaped charge to blow through decks, and the ventilation's not clearing their visual enough for a full account.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  Commander, I am reading massive structure damage.  At least ten dead... and twenty injured.  Some seriously.  The main turbo lift shaft is not usable.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  Then what we can do is check in with medical personnel...our best option is to find out their preferred triage location and have all casualties and available medical personnel beamed there directly.  ::Shakes his head::  ...Sickbay is a loss.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Stands looking around::  *XO*: Agreed Mr. Damrok.  At this moment we can't predict what they will do next.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  Let me check the shuttle bay.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Scans that area for security.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Overhears some of the commotion on the bridge, and files it:: *CO*: Understood, Captain. Raeyld out.   ::Reaches down to help up someone with an injured knee, pulling their arm over her shoulder:: All: Everyone who can walk, help someone who can't.  MO: There's a holosuite around the corner we can house people in for now, and it's likely to be a low-priority non-military target. We can replicate some equipment, and send out small groups for supplies.  CNS: Will you lead the way, Counselor?
SEC CPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  No further weapons fire.  Not picking up lifesigns on deck, either...can't say for certain whether there are survivors.  ::Advances on sickbay at a crawl, and finds there is not much left of it to see::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
*CO*:  My team just got set up and ready to go into Engineering, Captain.  Even with new concerns, it may be worth finding out why they hit it.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Rubs his forehead::  CSO:  Are we still reading weapons fire?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO: Aye, Lieutenant.  We felt the effects up here when the last blast went off.  Turbolift doors are gone.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Nods to Raeyld and starts clearing debris off someone and trying to check for a pulse::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Straightens, from where he was crouched, helping one of the injured up.::  CMO:  Yeah doc.  ::Takes a second to glance around the corridor getting his bearings and begins to lead the way to the holosuite.::

ACTION:  A loud thump echoes inside the shuttle Senn is in.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Agreed proceed with extreme caution.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TC*:  Chief, check in with me every ten minutes, if you can.  We're going to--  ::Whips out his tricorder and points to Senezem to cover the right side of the hatch::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Unwittingly lets his usual facial control slip a bit more at that news.::  *CO*:  Aye, Captain.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Shifts the sensors back to the area in question as she talks.::  XO:  Picking up... :: pauses as she listens::  multiple life sings near our shuttle.  Who... your guess is as good as mine.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Kneels next to the two injured individuals and gently begins to try and move them from the transporter pad:: *Sickbay* Butler to sickbay. I have two injured personnel in transporter room one. Please respond.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  Cargo bay is clear, we can send wounded there.  As for weapons fire, I am not picking up any.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Pauses beside Stevens to rest a hand on her shoulder:: MO: Just remember: We move everyone to the holosuite for treatment. Administering here risks everyone's lives.
TO2 Ens Senezem says:
::Nearly fumbles getting his phaser and tricorder out in surprise at the noise bringing him out from the shock of the situation, nodding to Damrok and following his directions::

ACTION:  A concussion device explodes against the hull of the shuttle.  Senn's ears ring and she falls from the chair unable to react.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Begin setting up security forcefields in any location you haven't already Mr. Fong and shut down all transporters.  We need to close off all exits.
MO Ens Stevens says:
CMO: No pulse, Ma'am. Do I......leave her?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Instinctively lifts her hands to her ears::

ACTION:  A second device goes off causing Damrok and Senezem to fall.

CTO Lt Kytides says:
*OPS*:  Kytides to Fong.  Need the forcefield to Engineering lifted.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Mutters to himself as he manages three crisis at once:: *TC*: Shut down all transporters.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  Be ready to m--  ::As he reaches for the hatch panel, falls to the deck of the shuttlecraft, his brain ringing::
OPS Lt Fong says:
*CTO*: Authorization code?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Shaking her head, she reaches for her combadge::  *CO*:  Captain... under attack... cannot hear you.  ::Tries to stand up only to fall back down.::
TO2 Ens Senezem says:
::Grunts and slumps forward and to the deck::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Hesitates:: MO: If there's no one else with a pulse who needs your help, take her now. Otherwise, get the treatable to sickbay, then we can come back for her.

ACTION:  The shuttle hatch opens and blurred figures enter.   ::They fire three shots at those in the shuttle.::

CNS Lt Foster says:
::Finds the holosuite, and hits the door controls, glancing into the room briefly to make sure its clear.::  CMO:  The room looks clear.  ::Begins helping the first of the people into the room before moving into the room and accessing the holosuite controls.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Shifts auxiliary power to the forcefield generators, selecting the forcefields and 'deploy all'::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Why hangs at the back of her mind as she reaches for her weapon.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
MO1: Jennings! Grab someone and go!
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Nods and quickly steadies her resolve as she grabs an unconscious crew member and carries them to the holosuite::
MO1 LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Picks up an unconscious figure in his arms, and starts down the corridor:: CMO: That fool-headed Ferengi's ignoring my call.
TC CPO Butler says:
*OPS*: Understood. shutting down transporters.  Sir, also had an interrupted comm from the XO.

ACTION:  The shuttle hatch closes and the shuttle bay doors open.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
MO1: He's busy. Take a number.   ::Helps her patient down the corridor, and toward the holosuite doors::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Swears and attempts to seal the flight deck and shuttle bays, cutting power to the doors.::

ACTION:  Shuttle craft Harbor leaves the Claymore's shuttle bay and quickly jumps to warp.

Sec CPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  ...Nothing we can do here, Sir.  If there are survivors, they're not here anymore.  Not getting any life signs...the turboshaft is blown.  We'll have to hit the Jefferies tubes to get out.
OPS Lt Fong says:
CO: Stop who?
DCAG Warren says:
*CO*:  Captain, the shuttle Harbor just left.  Did you order that?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Helps the last patient through the doors into the holosuite:: Computer: Computer, activate program, Claymore sickbay simulation.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Overhears the CO's comm:: CO: Frankly, No ma'am.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
*OPS*:  Kytides-delta-epsilon-five.  ::Nods to Atiran again to make sure he's ready, drawing his phaser::

ACTION:  The Holosuite transforms from the black and yellow to an almost identical Akira Class Sickbay.

aTO2 LtJG Atiran says:
::Steels himself and prepares to charge::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Hits the door controls as the last of the group enters the room, closing and locking the doors.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Deactivates exactly one forcefield while keeping all of the others online.::*CTO*: It should be down.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
MO: Get them up on the biobeds.
aTO2 LtJG Atiran says:
::Takes the right side of main engineering, looking to the catwalks as his team moves in to clear::
CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  Want me to head out with a team and see if I can find any of the other wounded?
MA SCPO Golarex says:
*SEC*:  Nothing more we can do, though now I'm even more confused at their aim.  Either way, tubes it is.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*DCAG*: No I did not order it to depart.

ACTION:  The Claymore's mainview screen flashes with a Starfleet insignia.  Then Admiral Takit's voice comes on.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Turns around::  CO:  Was that the shuttle that Damrok and Senn were on?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Turns back to the screen::
SEC CPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  Aye, Sir.  ::Sounds a bit defeated::  Regroup at the armory?  ::Heads toward the nearest tube hatch::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Hawk as she hears a voice, turning to look at the viewscreen::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Moves the most critically wounded unto the beds first::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
All Medical: Holoequipment will only get us so far. We're going to need actual medical supplies. There are a couple kits near the VIP quarters and some on Deck 3, near the shield generators. I'm taking volunteers to hunt down supplies.
CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  I'll go.
Admiral Takit says:
*Shipwide*:  Well Captain I see you made it farther then I had imagined.  However there isn't any place in this universe you can hide from me.  I suggest you turn the Claymore to Deep Space 3 and surrender your ship before any more of your crew is killed.
MO Ens Stevens says:
CMO: I'll stay here, I can make makeshift bandages in the meantime.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Walks down toward Hawk and quietly::  CAG: Are we in any condition to pursue that shuttle?

@ACTION:  Within the shuttle Harbor.  Three of the Claymore's crew begin to wake.

CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Moves into Engineering, taking the left side and but nodding his men on for a moment and moving to a body, scanning it to try to figure out what happened to them::
aTO LtJG Atiran says:
::Holds the line near the warp core, looking and scanning::  CTO:  Clear.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Looks at the operations panel and slams it with the palm of a closed fist. Frustration evident on his face as he hisses out a string of words that the universal translator doesn't read.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Shakes his head:: CO:  Warp unreliable, shields holding the ship together...  I'd say no.  And if we did, what would we do in this condition of we found it?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::A major headache begins to pull her back from unconsciousness.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Outloud: Why is it so important that you have this ship and crew surrender Takit.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::There is a ringing in her ears that does not help.   Not to mention the realization that every muscle hurts.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Feels himself begin to rouse, the tingle of the phaser stun and a headache clouding his thoughts, but he keeps his eyes closed and tries to keep his breathing steady::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Nods to Steven:: MO: You're in charge here.   MO1/MO2: Jennings, take Tevis for more injured.    CNS: All right, Counselor, you're with me.  ::Her eyes flinch slightly at the sound of Takits voice, but her demeanor just grows more fierce::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Mutters under her breath::  I hate phaser fire...  :: slowly opens her eyes.::
Admiral Smyth says:
@::Looks back from the helm.::  Outloud:  There coming too.  Give them something for the pain.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks down for a moment and then back up at Hawk::  CAG: Noted Mr. Hawk as I suspected but I had to ask.  Do you think some of your fighters could go after them
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods, continuing to look at tricorder::  aTO:  Check the equipment and run a headcount on the bodies.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Nods and starts cutting the arms and leggings off her uniform with her knife and applying the bandages::
Colonel Stiegler says:
@Outloud:  On it.  Just get us clear.  ::Kneels down and pulls out a hypo from the med kit.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@ :: Blinking her eyes water as she tries to bring things into focus.::
TO2 Ens Senezem says:
@::Eyes flicker somewhat and starts to let out a small noise in waking in discomfort, but freezes as best he can at the voices::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Outloud: You should know by now that we don't give up so easily.
aTO LtJG Atiran says:
::Looks to the rest of his team and points to several locations, fanning them out to get a look at things while he scans and visually confirms his personnel::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CO:  Not without warp, Captain.  ::Pauses considering::  If you want to follow immediately, our best bet would be another shuttle, assuming we could pick up the trail.  With SRS down, right now we have no idea what direction they even took.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Nods to the doctor, moving for the door, hitting the door controls to unlock them.::  Computer:  Computer lock these doors after we leave, to open on the order of only those currently in this room.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Slowly things come into focus and the ringing subsides a bit.  Ignoring the sense of nausea, she starts to sit up.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: You still armed?
Admiral Takit says:
*Shipwide*:  Because captain your ship if a direct threat to the entire Federation.  What you have uncovered will save Starfleet and the Federation.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::As the ringing in his ears begins to clear up a bit, he hears at least one familiar voice...doesn't flinch just yet, though::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Sees if the communications have been hacked as well, trying to figure out the source of the shipwide signal::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: Unfortunately we have too many people down to send out anyone in another shuttle.  I guess for now we wait.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Reaches down realizing he lost his phaser somewhere he grabs one from one of the injured staying in the holosuite.::  CMO:  Am now.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Starts to sit up, not liking being in such a vulnerable position.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Hearing only half of Takit's conversation with, presumably, the bridge, she can't help but decide Takit really doesn't make nearly as much sense as he did back in the old days:: CNS: Good.  ::Pulls her phaser and hands it to Jennings:: MO1/MO2: Keep an eye out, and check in with Stevens every 5 minutes. MO1: 5, do you understand?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CO:  I could go Captain.  Not much use for me with a busted up flight deck and broken helm control.
Colonel Stiegler says:
@XO: This should clear your head a bit Commander.  My own recipe.  ::Gives Damrok the shot in the neck.::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Frowns tightly at the half-conversation apparently filtering through the entire ship::  *SEC*:  That sounds like the best bet.
aTO2 LtJG Atiran says:
CTO:  Sir, all engineering personnel who were on duty are accounted for.  Twelve total.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
MO: Stevens, same from us. Let us know if one team doesn't report in on time.
SEC CPO Roberge says:
*MA*:  Understood.  We'll meet you there.  ::Works the manual release for the tube hatch and climbs inside, leading his team to the nearest junction and climbing down, checking the tricorder routinely for any further damaged sections that would be dangerous to traverse::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Pulls herself up with a slight groan into a seat to look at the invaders and frowned::  Steigler:  You shot us?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Outloud: I don't see that as a threat to the Federation.  You on the other hand are the threat.
MO Ens Stevens says:
CMO: Roger that, Ma'am. Be safe. ::Continues to monitor vitals and help make the wounded comfortable::
Colonel Stiegler says:
@::Gives the shot to Commander Senn.  Sorry about that kid, but it should clear your head a bit.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Doesn't even flinch as the drugs take effect, then feels his body relax all at once...still hasn't placed the voices yet, though, and thus remains prone on the floor, listening as Senn asks the questions::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Steps out with Foster, Jennings, and Tevis:: MO1/MO2: Move it!   ::Turns to Foster, with a grim semblance of maybe a smile:: CNS: Here we go...
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Rubbing her arm she relaxes slightly, glancing at the XO wondering why he was still down.::  Stiegler:  I have many questions... How and why are at the top of my list.  As in how did you get aboard and why were we attacked?
Admiral Takit says:
*Shipwide*:  I am saving the Federation Captain!  You and your crew are bound to make sure that damn Bajoran prophecy will come true.  But I will stop it no matter what the cost!  ::The comm closes and the screen goes blank.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@Stiegler:  Oh... and where are you taking us and why are next.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Groans::  Aloud:  Are you kidding me?  The damn prophecy again?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Grimaces, a bit fainter this time but still more noticeable than normal, but nods to Atiran and stands::  *CO*:  Captain, engineering staff stunned out with phasers but accounted for, nothing seems out of place.
Colonel Stiegler says:
@::Pats Senn on the shoulder.::  CSO:  All in good time Commander.  We got to get clear first then figure out how to help the Claymore.
OPS Lt Fong says:
CO: Now that the gloating is over, I assume our visitors have left, can I lower some forcefields?
aTO2 LtJG Atiran says:
::Looks across to Kytides::  CTO:  Sir, the team has reported there are no hostiles;  area is secure.  ::Looks around the room with an intense stare, as though even he does not fully buy that the area is secure::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::With a gof a smile::  OPS:  I'd recommend keeping the ones with space on the other side up.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Steps down the corridor, listening to Takit, wondering what he was rambling on about, the only prophecy he could think of was the one concerning the Vroa, but wasn't that all done with now.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::At that, starts to roll over onto his back, rubbing his eyes momentarily, then planting his palms on the floor and pushing himself up so that he's leaned back against the bulkhead::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged Lieutenant.  Have two people stay with engineering and move out to secure the other areas.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Sighs in relief as Damrok responds as she had no idea how she should proceed with him, especially if he had been faking it.::  Stiegler:  What do you need from me so I can get my answers sooner?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Pauses in her step, glancing to Foster:: CNS: The prophecies? 
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods to Atiran again, more absently this time::  *CO*:  Aye, Captain.
Colonel Stiegler says:
@::Stands.::  All:  We will be landing in hopefully 20 minutes.  That is id Smyth doesn't kill us in the process.  ::Turns and smiles.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Shrugs his shoulders.::  CMO:  No idea.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: No Mr. Fong keep all forcefields for now up until we can determine if all the intruders are indeed off this ship
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@Stiegler: Pity you could not have dragged my brother along... he would probably be of more use... though I deny saying that.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: This is all to do with prophecy but why.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::At Stiegler's mention of Smyth, finally opens his eyes and surveys the scene::
TO2 Ens Senezem says:
@::Slowly pulls himself up to sitting, completely out of his league in the situation and glancing to Damrok::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks at Smyth cautiously::  Smyth:  You want me to fly?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Shakes his head:: CO:  No idea, Captain.  Didn't we already save the known universe by studiously avoiding it last time?
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Shrugs slightly, and checks the power reserves::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Looks around at the wounded crew members and reaches for the shrapnel sticking out of the underside of her arm while trying to avoid crying::
Admiral Smyth says:
@::Shrugs.::  All:  If I wanted to kill us all I would have let you handle the helm.   ::Turns in the chair.::  CSO/XO:  Welcome aboard Commanders.  I'm sorry about the way we abducted you.  But with the Claymore under attack we thought getting a few of you out would be better than nothing.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: I thought so.  But, then again we are talking about Takit.
Admiral Smyth says:
@XO/CSO:  We managed to take out three in the shuttle bay as they set charges on the hull.  It was safer to just use the shuttle to escape the Claymore.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
aTO2:  Leave two men here.  Have them keep going over things, and keep an eye on the engineers.  ::Moves back toward the entrance of Main Engineering slowly, thinking hard enough for two::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CO:  Prophecy or not, it seems the first order of business is getting the Clay back into some semblance of fighting shape.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
Admiral:  That seems to be the tactics of late... get a few out.  :: pushes back her concern for her loved ones left behind... she was of no use to them at the moment.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Starts on the move down the corridor with Foster toward the VIP corridors::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@Adm:  Why were you aboard?  When did you come aboard?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CAG: Agreed Mr. Hawk and then getting our people back.
Admiral Smyth says:
@CSO/XO: We will be landing in twenty minutes.  We will monitor the Claymore and Section 31 movements.  And hopefully formulate some sort of plan.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CO:  Yes ma'am.  A necessary step to getting them back.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Keeps a close watch down the corridor as the continue down.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Raises an eyebrow at Hawk, taking her place in the command chair::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks over at Damrok::

ACTION:  Computer controls come back online.   ENV systems on deck 4 return.  Short range sensors come online.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Aloud:  Hopefully?  Forgive me if that doesn't sound especially promising.  ::Sits up a little further, clearly annoyed, but not necessarily with their seemingly friendly abductors::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::With the XO up, begins to check sensor readings.::
Admiral Smyth says:
@XO:  I'd ask for more, but given the fact we have lost Deep Space 3 and Starbase 514.  I'm just living one moment at a time Commander.   Section 31 has several sectors locked down or under watch.
TO2 Ens Senezem says:
@::Blinks, amazed to see such a rise out of Damrok, though given the situation not altogether surprised, and follows the conversation silently::

********************************** Pause Mission *************************************
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